FOOD PREPARATION BOARD

PKT-FPB

Designed to assist those with weak hand function, or semi-loss of use of one hand, this offers a solution to peeling, slicing and grating. This high quality food preparation board offers increased independence at home and would not look out of place in any kitchen showroom!

FEATURE | BENEFITS
---|---
Wooden board | Long lasting, kind to your knives and hygienic too, as well as an attractive addition to any kitchen.
Multi-function | Easy storage and accessibility of several essential kitchen items in one unit, no additional graters required.
Spiked area | Food is kept stable whilst being cut, allowing some tasks to be completed one-handed
Stainless steel metal parts | Durable, hygienic and dishwasher safe.
Coarse & fine graters / Slicer | Integral graters and slicer are easily stored and kept stable by the recessed area whilst in use.
Collecting bowl | Integral collecting bowl to easily transfer grated food for cooking.

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip
Poor Hand Control
Tremor
One Handed

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Metal dishes can be cleaned in a dishwasher. Use a damp cloth to clean the board. Manufactured from sustainable Rubberwood. Dishes stainless steel.

ONE BOARD, multiple uses...

Coarse grating, e.g. cheese
Fine grating, e.g. carrot
Slicing, e.g. cheese
Keeping fruit and veg in place for peeling and cutting
Keeping meat in place for cutting